
Welcome to an exciting workshop that will introduce you to the magic of English Roundhand
and its delightful possibilities. The letterforms can stand alone in their beauty or be delicately
embellished with gentle flourishes. All skill levels are welcome here but beginning students may
find the precision of the pointed pen to be tricky to navigate at first. With time and practice, you
will become familiar with the nuances of the pointed pen, English Roundhand and flourishing.
This workshop is designed to immerse you into the world of script lettering. I encourage you to
work with the handouts and practice your script on a daily basis until all the letterforms are clear
in your mind. In the end, I am hoping that you will develop a unique and fluent script that flows
easily from your hand. Remember that this is handwriting and it will reflect some of the
preferences of each writer rather than rigidly conforming to a style. Be free in this class. Be
playful. I am here to share my influences and insights into this beautiful script and give you
simple flourishes that you can add to your work. The objective of the course is to give you an
increased appreciation of this gorgeous script as well as the freedom to experiment and explore
the beautiful possibilities of flourished ornamentation.

Supply List:

Straight Pen Holder recommended
optional: Oblique Pen Holder- A straight pen holder will achieve a more slender
script. I encourage the students to try writing with the straight pen rather than the
oblique in this class. But oblique holders are welcome if the student is more
comfortable with an oblique.
Pen points:. Zebra G nibs, Gillott 404 or Hunt 22B recommended for beginners. More advanced
students may want to try the Gillott 303, Hunt 101, Brause 66 EF or Leonardt EF Principal
Ink: McCaffery Black, McCaffery Red Violet or Old World Iron Gall Ink are recommended, but
walnut ink or sumi vermillion are suitable practice inks
Practice Paper for Script such as Rhodia or Maruman Imagination blank paper preferred but
lined or gridded may be used if not using guidelines
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White Vinyl eraser, 12" metal corked back or clear ruler, pencil, paper towel, nib cleaner such as
Q-tip and toothpaste
A few sheets of newspaper for cushion sheet
Two paper clips
Note taking supplies
Dark Card stock or Canson Mi-Tientes paper cut to 5"x 7" sizes for flourished
lettering. You will need a few sheets. These will be used on the second day of the workshop.
Dr. Ph. Martin's Bleed proof white with small water jar, pipette or eyedropper and
mixing brush
Optional Embellishing Supplies:
Coloured Pencils: afew colours for flowers.
Finetec Gold Watercolour set with mixing brush and water jar
Clear Stardust Sakura Gelly Roll Pen
Factis Black Eraser (this will remove any pencil lines on dark paper without creating a
"smudgy" look on the paper.

There are many views, opinions and stories about the development of this hand as well as the
terminology associated with it. During my studies of the history and practice of English
Roundhand I gleaned mainly from European Writing Masters. I refer to this form ofthe script as
English Roundhand. Others refer to it as Anglaise, Roundhand, Copperplate, Copperplate
Anglaise, or Script. The historic practitioners and creators of the hand referred to it as
Roundhand or English Roundhand. The more generic term of "Copperplate" was applied to the
hand centuries after its creation. Through careful research into the history of the hand, I found
that "copperplate" has often been used to elevate the work of the copperplate engraver while
downgrading the work ofthe penman. I work very hard to honour the writing masters ofthe past
centuries and support the heritage of this gorgeous hand. Whatever you choose to name this
hand, there are distinct nuances in the European forms of this hand which have influenced my
own writing. The techniques that I will be demonstrating and encouraging are for a free flowing
written hand rather than drawing the letterforms with multiple pen lifts.

English Roundhand descended from Italic forms. The Italic Hand transitioned to Italian Hand
before evolving into the style known as English Roundhand. There is some agreement that the
beginnings ofthis hand date back to thelate 1500's with the work of Giovanni Francesco Cresci.
In the early 1600's the practice of printing copies transitioned from woodblocks to copperplate
engravings. The first copperplate engraved writing book was produced in 1574 to showcase italic
letterforms. (See image on page 3)
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